‘Optimal Nonprofit Financial
Management through Outsourcing’ by
Rocky Davidson, CPA available from
Qbix Accounting Solutions
MACON, Ga., Oct. 5, 2017 (SEND2PRESS NEWSWIRE) — Qbix Accounting Solutions
announces a new eBook by Rocky Davidson, CPA. The 8-page eBook, “Optimal
Nonprofit Financial Management through Outsourcing” is written for Nonprofit
Executive Directors who are looking to improve their accounting function.

The content of the eBook includes:
Why outsourcing is a 21st century best practice
Consider the statistics before you begin the hiring process
Talent drought exacerbated by nonprofit employee churn
Managing overhead costs
The old model – 20th century model investment
The new model – the 21st century model investment

The benefits of outsourcing accounting for nonprofits.
“Any type of administrative cost for a nonprofit has to yield maximum value
and efficiency because, understandably, Executive Directors want the majority
of funding to go towards fulfilling the mission,” explains Mr. Rocky
Davidson, CPA. “Outsourcing the accounting function of the organization
allows the nonprofit to have expert accounting talent managing the accounting
processes using best-of-breed software solutions.”
The eBook addresses the challenges most nonprofits face with regard to
accounting, beginning with a limited budget and market conditions that make
it increasingly difficult for nonprofits to recruit accounting talent with
the necessary skill set.
“Technological advances, particularly in the area of solution delivery via
the cloud, has created new options for nonprofits. It’s a new business model
that replaces the old mindset of a do-it-yourself, in-house accounting
structure,” says Davidson.
The eBook is free and available for download at Qbix Accounting Solutions
http://qbixas.com/accounting-help/.
“Executive Directors understand that accountability and transparency begin
with sound financials,” notes Davidson. “What they may not understand is that
outsourcing their accounting function can help them attain accountability and
transparency much sooner and at a lower cost than hiring and building the
necessary infrastructure themselves.”
About Qbix Accounting Solutions:
Founded by Rocky Davidson, CPA, Qbix Accounting Solutions provides outsourced
accounting solutions to nonprofits. Working with Qbix, nonprofits are
serviced by a team of accountants who specialize in nonprofit accounting,
reporting, and compliance, and perform the organization’s accounting duties.
Learn more: http://qbixas.com/.
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